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Akiba' s trip undead undressed ending guide

Home » Guide » Akiba's Travel Undead and Undress: A walk-through guide for all endings really hard to get the character path Arn, you need to say certain things like a regular VN to get on that route. Read on at your own risk so there will be spoilers here! Practice Guide for All Endings Using this guide as a guide, choose the one character you like and answer exactly what you put here to get her ending,
and you need to make sure you don't respond to the same things. Lin and Zion are easy to mess up, so if you answer too much with caution, you can push them into the path of Shizuku or Toko. And before anyone asks, no Kati has a path, cute big maid girl for us. The route of Shizuku Tokikazeshizuku is easily accessible in the second. When you get a choice about what to answer with these options when
you see them. I'll go with Shizuku. I'm with Shizuku. You and I can do it. I know we can do it. Are you... That's ok? That cosplay will suit Shizuku well. They look amazing for all three. Besides Shizuku, you are a dear friend to all of us. I can trust my help. What are the other choices? We have to fight. For sure! I enjoyed it too. You have to be there for Shizuku! Never mind me. It hurts? Protect Shizuku with
my life! The two of us have nothing to fear together, Shizuku! The route of Toko Buysakatoko is the easiest to get because he is a childhood friend. When you get a choice about what to answer with these options when you see them. I'm going with Toko. I think Toko has the right ideas. Save Lynn, of course! Thanks. It will be of great help. You ask me on a date? Thanks, I appreciate it. We'll let you know. It
is my pleasure! I think Toko can handle it well. I'll show her what two childhood friends can do! ... Thanks, Toko. We will. Because it's you and your age. We did it together. Since the line between Shizuku and Toka is introduced after it nearly started, Si-on Lee is the third most difficult route. When you get a choice about what to answer with these options when you see them. Mr. Gassy is told to do more
than drugs. Maybe we should ask their boss... Baby like you can get away with anything. I believe you, Mr. Furnituresai. It doesn't matter because we don't see that happening! A serious danger is my name! I believe you, Mr. Gass. I promised Zion to continue. Lynn Tokikazerin's route is the hardest route because it starts about 25% throughout the game. When you get a choice about what to answer with
these options when you see them. We need glowsticks and fans, statistics! Wait! We strike after the concert. No longer. Well, we were interrupting her concert... Brb. You have to sell her to Lynn's awesomeness. I forgot to get her autograph. Come Tell him to make Mr. Gassy do more than drugs. It hurts? My heart overflows with four words. Don't spoil Lynn's Elite Guard! Uh, because I'm in your fan club?
Two?! You treat your fans pretty well, huh? I think cuteness suits you well. No, no, it looks totally fantastic on you! Are you... Worried about me?! I'll protect you for your dying breath, Lynn! Let's make it to remember this show! The end of The Na/Bonus EndNana is a bonus, you're so small towards this East Sea so you can do her end up with one of the leading women. To check your email after all the story
quests, make sure you get them and do them as soon as you do it, there will be 5 Nana Quests and 1 Pop Quest to perform as Nada will give you some side quests. The name of the email is E-MER-GEN-CY*SUM-MON, E-MER-GEN-CY*MISS-SION, Order of Highest Priority, -=**Emergency Mission **=-, Hey Gouis!, Fatal Wounds. After this you will get a final quest called Sister's Bodyguard, and while on
this quest Na is talking to some of her friends, you will have to choose certain things to say so as not to fail this ending, say the following to achieve it. He's a nanna. Calm down, Nada. This sounds like one big misunderstanding. Ok, let's all calm down. This is... So beautiful. So beautiful! *Sniffle* and that's it! Interesting stripping! Akiba's Journey: What is The Undead and Undressing Celebrity GamerZ?
Otaku Mode successfully completes the game to unlock otaku difficulty. Unlock is a standard character motion accessory: successfully complete the game: successfully complete the indicated tasks to unlock that bonus. Akihabara NPC Character Model: Successfully complete the game with each girl's path. Anti-gravity primer motion accessory: Completes all five character paths successfully. Berserk Tuco
model: Successfully complete the lean route. Brainwashed Kati Model: Successfully complete the Zion path. Change the character model: Successfully completes the path to the character. For men, complete all heroine paths. Change your partner's underwear: Successfully complete the game. Note: You must also change the character's costume. Character Affection Hint Option: Successfully complete the
game in casual or higher difficulty. Change character model size: Successfully complete the game on casual or higher difficulty levels. Change character skin tone: Successfully complete the game on casual or higher difficulty levels. Change character voice: If you successfully complete a game on gamer difficulty, try higher tomorrow motion accessories: You've successfully completed at least 50% of all
sub-missions. Invisible Clothing mode: Successfully completes all 5 character paths on casual or higher difficulty levels. Kaito's models and shoes: Successfully complete the Tuco route. Kati's models, shoes and charms: successfully complete the Tuco route. Master's Models and Shoes: Successfully Complete Touko Mind Control Kati Model: Successfully complete the Shion path. Nana's Model, Shoes,
Parka (Hood Down): Successfully complete sister and Nana path sub-missions. Ownery Tuco model: Successfully complete the lean route. Pops' models and shoes: Successfully complete the Tuco route. Lynn's models, shoes and memorabilia: Successfully complete lean routes. Sakaguchi's models, glasses and shoes: successfully completing the Zion route. Zion Kassay's models, shoes and charms:
Successfully complete the Zion Route. Zion's Mask, Lab Coat, and Embarrassing Rosary: Successfully complete the Zion Route. Shizuku Tokikaze's models, shoes and runes: Successfully complete the Shizuku route. Successfully complete the game on casual or higher difficulty levels: Souga's character models and shoes. Toko Sissaka's models, shoes and protection: Successfully complete the Tuco
route. Transparent clothing mode: Completes all five character paths successfully. Try motion accessories again tomorrow: Successfully completed the game with 50% of all sub-missions successfully completed. Walk with motion accessories down your head: Successfully complete the game with 100% of the sub-missions completed. Yuto's models, glasses and shoes: successfully complete the Tuco
route. Zenya's character models and shoes: Successfully complete lean or shizuku routes on casual or higher difficulty levels. The trophy successfully completed one of the following tasks to earn the Appearance of God Akiba (Platinum): Strip Amateur (Bronze): Remove 50 articles of clothing. Strip Specialist (Silver): Removed 300 items of clothing. Anti-Eco Cycle (Bronze): 300 articles of clothing were
peeled off. Collector of Everything Hidden (Bronze): Collect 100 pieces of underwear. Eat this! (Bronze): Connected 100 anta via counter-attack. Master of Sudden Reversal (Bronze): Run counter strip 30 times. (Bronze): Ran 20 finishers. Let's play with everything (silver): Chain stripped 12 articles of clothing. Vitter Upper (Bronze): Chain 50 Attack. Just can't stop hitting (silver): Chain 200 attack.
Shopping!!!! (Bronze): Purchased in all stores. Beginner Freedom Fighter (Bronze): Canceled 10 unique side missions. Veteran Freedom Fighter (Bronze): Canceled 30 unique side missions. Weapon Lovers (Bronze): Collected 25 weapon types. Weapons, man! (Bronze): Collected 50 weapon types. Headgier Hexpert (Bronze): Collected 25 types of headgier. Sepsis in Training (Bronze): We're collecting
25 upper body clothing. El Diablo Psynisto (Bronze): Collected 75 upper body clothing. Pants Man (Bronze): Collect 25 different types of lower body clothing. Master of lower body (bronze): collect 75 different types of lower body clothing. Foot Fetishist (Bronze): Collect 25 different types of shoes. Below (bronze): Collect 25 different types of underwear. Katorian (Bronze): 25 different types of accessories.
Enough advertising? (Bronze): Collected 100 ad flyers. Level (Bronze): Level 30. Money Monger (Bronze): Acquired for a million yen. In addition, there are 19 secret trophies: overly anxious fanboys (bronze): attended Lynn's public concerts. Because we won (bronze): We won against Zenya... With a little help. You're together... Kaito?! (Bronze): Inferred information about Lin and Daishihorn
Pharmaceuticals. Decisive Battle (Bronze): Defeated Zenya in the Battle Arena and changed him back to regular Otaku. Sun in the Sky (Silver): Achieve a true end in the path of Shizuku. Your Idol Alone (Silver): Achieve a true end in Lynn's path. The warmth you share (silver): Achieving a true end in toco's path. Next Great Stage (Silver): Achieving a true end in the path of Zion. Living embodiment of her
happiness (Silver): Achieving a sister ending. Final Curtain Falls (Gold): Got all the endings. Keep the course (bronze): clear the game. Gamer (Silver): Clear the game to gamers difficulty. Game Otaku (Gold): Cancel the game on Otaku difficulty. Good luck and ladies (bronze): Run one-day strips with all 6 partners. New Awakening (Bronze): The ability to wear womenswear has been increased. Change
the total image (bronze): The clothes have been changed to all parts of the body. Undressed High King (Silver): S Rankro has been destroyed from the battle arena. Sticking things to other things (bronze): refining articles of weapons or clothing for the first time. Sister Made Me OP (Gold): Refining weapons or articles of clothing until 999. X Like Facebook CheatCC on Facebook
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